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 Chromatic Ramsey Theory
 N ORBERT S AUER , R OBERT W OODROW  AND V OJTECH R O ¨  DL
 Let  G  be a countable graph which has infinite chromatic number . If  g  is a coloring of [G] 2
 with two colors , is there then a subset  H  Ô  G  such that  g  is constant on [ H ] 2 and  G 3 H  ,  the
 graph induced by  G  on  H ,  has infinite chromatic number? As edges and non-edges can be
 colored with dif ferent colors this will be the case if f  G  contains an infinite clique . It turns out
 that if the clique size of  G  is unbounded but  G  does not contain an infinite clique then for
 every coloring of [ G ] 2 with  τ  colors , there are some two of the  τ  colors such that there is an
 infinite chromatic subgraph of  G  the vertex set of which forms only pairs colored in those two
 colors ; and this is best possible , because one can always distinguish between edges and
 non-edges . In the case in which the graphs do not contain the complete graph on  n  vertices the
 situation is much more complicated . We will show that for every 3  <  n  P  v  there is a graph  G ,
 which does not embed the complete graph on  n  vertices , with the property that for every
 positive number  τ  there exists a coloring of [ G ] 2 with  τ  colors such that the vertex set of every
 infinite chromatic subgraph of  G  forms pairs in each of the  τ  colors . On the other hand there is
 a graph  G , which does not embed the complete graph on  n  vertices , and which has the property
 that for every positive number  τ  and every coloring of [ G ] 2 with  τ  colors there is an infinite
 chromatic subgraph of  G  the pairs of which use at most 3 colors . We will generalize to the case
 of colorings of  k -element subsets .
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 1 .  I NTRODUCTION
 We consider a graph  G  to be a set of two-element sets . Hence our graphs do not
 contain multiple edges or loops . We will usually denote the set of vertices  !  G  of  G  by
 G .  If  H  is a subset of  G ,  then the  induced subgraph  G 3 H  of  G  is the graph
 H  5  G  >  [ H ] 2 ; where , as usual , [ H ] τ  denotes the set of  τ  -element subsets of  H .  The
 family of graphs which do not contain a complete graph on  n  vertices will be denoted
 by  1 n .  For cardinals  k  ,  r  ,  s  and  É  we write
 G  ↔ s  ( k  )
 É
 r
 to mean that for every coloring  g  :  [ G ] É  5  r  there exists a subset  S  Ô  r  with  u S u s  ,  a
 subset  H  Ô  G  such that  g  ([ H ] É  )  Ô  S  and the chromatic number of the graph  G 3 H  is at
 least  k .  The negation of  G  ↔ s  ( k  )
 É
 r  is  G  ↔ u  s  ( k  ) É r .  In this paper we are interested in the
 relation  G  ↔ s  ( 1 0 )
 k
 τ  for finite cardinals  τ  , s  and  k .  For  c  >  d  two positive numbers , we
 obtain
 G  ↔ s  ( 1 0 )
 k
 τ  implies  G  ↔ s 1 c  ( 1 0 )
 k
 τ  1 d .  (1)
 and
 G  ↔ s  ( 1 0 )
 k
 τ  1 d  implies  G  ↔ s  ( 1 0 )
 k
 τ  .  (2)
 To see (1) , just combine  d  1  1 colors of a coloring with  τ  1  d  colors into one color to
 obtain a coloring with  τ  colors . Equation (2) follows from the observation that every
 coloring with  τ  colors can be interpreted to be a coloring with  τ  1  d  colors . If  G
 contains an infinite complete subgraph  H  and  g  is a coloring of [ G ] k  with  τ  colors , then
 apply the ordinary Ramsey Theorem [9] to the restriction of  g  to [ H ] k , to deduce that
 H  contains an infinite subset  S  such that  g  is the constant function on [ S ] k .  Hence we
 obtain the easy Theorem 1 ,
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 T HEOREM 1 .  If  G  contains an infinite clique and  1  <  k ,  τ  P  v  , then  G  ↔ 1  ( 1 0 )
 k
 r  .
 We will denote by  p ( k )  5  2 k 2 1 the number of ordered partitions of the number  k .
 That is ,  p ( k ) is equal to the number of sequences of positive integers of the form
 ( τ  1  ,  τ  2  ,  .  .  .  ,  τ w )  such that  τ  1  1  τ  2  1  ?  ?  ?  1  τ w  5  k .  We will prove the following .
 T HEOREM 2 .  If , for e y  ery n  P  v  ,  G  ¸  1 n  , then , for e y  ery  τ  P  v  ,  G  ↔ p ( k )  ( : 0 )
 k
 τ  .
 T HEOREM 3 .  If , for e y  ery n  P  v  ,  G  ¸  1 n but  G  does not contain an infinite complete
 subgraph , then  G  ↔ u  p ( k ) 2 1  ( : 0 ) k p ( k ) .
 Note that the above three theorems together with equations (1) and (2) provide a
 complete answer for graphs with unbounded clique sizes . The situation seems to be
 much more complicated in the case of the families  1 n  of graphs , as the following two
 theorems indicate .
 T HEOREM 4 .  There exists a triangle - free graph  G  such that , for e y  ery  1  <  τ  P  v  ,
 G  ↔ 3  ( : 0 )
 2
 τ .
 T HEOREM 5 .  There exists a triangle - free graph  G  such that , for e y  ery  2  <  τ  P  v  ,
 G  ↔ u
 τ  2 1  ( : 0 )
 2
 τ .
 Let  U n  be the homogeneous graph which embeds every finite member of  1 n . It is
 well known [5] that every countable graph in  1 n  can be embedded into  U n .  Hence it
 follows from Theorem 4 that for 3  <  n  and 1  <  τ  P  v  ,  U n  ↔ 3  ( : 0 )
 2
 τ .  This is best possible ,
 since we can show the following .
 T HEOREM 6 .  For  3  <  n  P  v  and  3  <  τ  P  v  ,  U n  ↔ u  2  ( : 0 ) 2 r  .
 The reader will note that in the case in which clique sizes are bounded , we do not do
 as well as the partition number , since  p (2)  5  2  ,  3 .
 Let ( C i ;  i  P  v  ) be a sequence of pairwise disjoint finite sets such that , for all  i  P  v  ,
 ( u C i u  ,  u C i 1 1 u ) .  A  stepgraph  C  with partition C 0  , C 1  , C 2  ,  .  .  .  is a graph such that
 C  5  ! i P v  C i  ,  there are no edges between dif ferent  C i ’s and dif ferent  C i ’s are pairwise
 disjoint . The stepgraph is said to be  connected  if each  C i  is a connected component of
 C . The stepgraph  C  is  complete  if each of the  C i  induces a clique of  C . For  i  P  v  we will
 put  P i ( C )  5  C i  A refinement of the stepgraph  C  is a subgraph of  C  which is itself a
 stepgraph . For a finite subset  K  of  C ,  the number  i  P  v  is  significant  if  K  >  C i  ?  [ .  Let
 i 1  ,  i 2  ,  ?  ?  ?  ,  i w  be the significant numbers for  K .  Then the ordered partition
 ( u K  >  C i 1 u ,  u K  >  C i 2 u ,  .  .  .  ,  u K  >  C i w u )  of  u K u  is the  partition type  of  K ,  and the partition of
 K induced by  C  is  P 1 ( K )  5  K  >  C i 1  , P 2 ( K )  5  K  >  C i 2  ,  .  .  .  ,  P w ( K )  5  K  >  C i w .  If  τ  5
 ( s 1  ,  s 2  ,  .  .  .  ,  s w )  is an ordered partition of the number  k  >  1 ,  we will denote by  7 τ ( C )
 the set of all subsets of  C  the partition type of which is  τ .  If  g  :  7
 τ ( C )  5  τ  is a coloring
 of the elements of  7
 τ ( C ) with  τ  colors , then we will say the following .
 The coloring  g  is  uniform  if any two subsets  K  and  L  in  7
 τ ( C ) with  P i ( K )  5  P i ( L ) for
 all 1  <  i  <  w  2  1 have the same color .
 The coloring  g  is  uniform up to n ,  for  n  P  v  ,  if any two subsets  K  and  L  in  7
 τ ( C ) for
 which  P w ( K )  <  P w ( L )  Ô  ! i > n  C i  and which have the property that  P i ( K )  5  P i ( L )  Ô
 ! i , n  C i  for all 1  <  i  <  w  2  1 ,  have the same color .
 For  τ  , k , t  >  1 ,  we will denote by  R ( τ  ,  k ,  t ) the ordinary Ramsey number . That is ,
 R ( τ  ,  k ,  t )  is the smallest number such that for every set  S  with  u S u  >  R ( τ  ,  k ,  t ) and
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 every coloring  g  :  [ S ] k  5  τ  ,  there is a subset  T  Ô  S  with  u T  u  >  t  such that  g  is constant on
 [ T  ] k  (see [9]) .
 2 .  T HE R ESULTS  FOR G RAPHS  WITH U NBOUNDED C LIQUE S IZES
 L EMMA 1 .  Let  C  be a stepgraph with partition  ( C 0  ,  C 1  ,  C 2  ,  .  .  . ) ,  τ  5  ( τ  1  ,  τ  2  ,  .  .  .  ,  τ w )
 an ordered partition of the number k and  g  :  7
 τ ( C )  5  τ  a coloring of the k - element
 subsets of C , which ha y  e partition type  τ  with  τ  >  1  colors . Then there is , for e y  ery
 n  P  v  , a refinement  D  of  C  with P i ( D )  5  C i for all i  ,  n and such that the restriction of  g
 from  7
 τ ( C )  to  7 τ ( D )  is uniform up to n . Furthermore , if w  5  1  and n  5  0 , then the
 restriction of  g  from  7
 τ ( C )  to  7 τ ( $ )  is the constant function .
 P ROOF .  For  w  >  2 ,  let the ordered partition  s  of  k  2  τ w  be given by  s  5
 ( τ  1  ,  τ  2  ,  .  .  .  ,  τ w 2 1 )  and the set  S  by
 S  5  7 s ( C )  > F  !
 i , n
 C i G k 2 τ w  .
 We define the number  c  to be
 c  5 H τ  , u τ  S u ,  if  w  5  1 ; otherwise .
 Note that  S  is the set of all ( k  2  τ w )-element subsets of  ! i , n  C i  which have partition
 type  s .  Hence  u τ  S u  is the number of colorings with  τ  colors of the set of all
 ( k  2  τ w )-element subsets of  ! i , n  C i  ,  which have partition type  s .  Let  j  >  n  and  T  Ô  C j  ,
 with  u T  u  5  τ w . Note that if  S  P  S  then  S  <  T  P  7 τ ( C ) .  We can therefore define a
 coloring  g T  of  S ,  by putting  g T  ( S )  5  g  ( S  <  T  ) for  S  P  S .  Then  g T  P  [ S ]
 τ .  The
 association of  T  with  g T  is a coloring  G  of  ! i > n  [ C i ] r w  with  u [ r S ] u  5  c  colors .
 Choose a strictly increasing sequence of numbers ( s i ;  i  P  v  ) such that , for  i  ,  n ,
 s i  5  u C i u .  There exists then a sequence  t i  such that , for  i  ,  n , t i  5  i  and , for all  i  >  n ,
 u C t i u  >  R ( c ,  w ,  s i ) .  For  i  >  n ,  using the definition of the number  R ( c ,  w ,  s i ) ,  let  B i  be a
 subset ,  B i  Ô  C t i  ,  such that  G  is constant on [ B i ]
 w .  Put  B i  5  C i  for  i  ,  n  and  B  5  C 3 ! i P v  B i  .
 Because the coloring  G  is finite , there is a refinement  D  of  B  such that  G  is constant on
 ! i > n  [ P i ( D )] τ w  .  Clearly ,  D  is the desired refinement of  C  for which the restriction of  g
 from  7
 τ ( C ) to  7 τ ( D ) is uniform up to  n .  h
 L EMMA 2 .  Let  C  be a stepgraph ,  τ  an ordered partition of the number k and
 g  :  7
 τ ( C )  5  τ a coloring of the k - element subsets of C which ha y  e partition type  τ  with
 τ  >  1 colors . Then there is a refinement  D  of  C  such that the restriction of  g  from  7
 τ ( C )
 to  7
 τ ( D )  is uniform .
 P ROOF .  Let  C 0  5  C  and , for 0  ,  n  P  v  ,  let  C n  be a refinement of  C n 2 1 such that the
 restriction of  g  from  7
 τ ( C ) to  7 τ ( C n ) is uniform up to  n ,  and such that , for all  i  ,  n ,
 P i ( C n )  5  P i ( C n 2 1 ) .  Note that , for all  n ,  m  P  v  and  i  <  n , P i ( C n )  5  P i ( C n 1 m ) .  Therefore ,
 D  5  "
 i P v
 C i  ?  [ ,
 and  D  5  C 3 D  is a stepgraph , and hence a refinement of  C . Also , of course , the
 restriction of  g  from  7
 τ ( C ) to  7 τ ( D ) is uniform .  h
 L EMMA 3 .  Let  C  be a stepgraph ,  τ  5  ( τ  1  ,  τ  2  ,  .  .  .  ,  τ w )  an ordered partition of the
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 number k and  g  :  7
 τ ( C )  5  τ  a coloring of the k - element subsets of C , which ha y  e
 partition type  τ  , with  τ  >  1  colors . Then there is a refinement  $  of  C  such that the
 restriction of  g  from  7
 τ ( C )  to  7 τ ( D )  is the constant function .
 P ROOF .  We proceed by induction on  w .  For  w  5  1 we use Lemma 1 with  n  5  0 .  It
 follows from Lemma 2 that we may assume that the coloring  g  is uniform on  7
 τ ( C ) .
 Let  s  be the ordered partition of  k  2  τ w  given by  s  5  ( τ  1  ,  τ  2  ,  .  .  .  ,  τ w 2 1 ) .  Note , then ,
 that if  S  P  7 s ( C ) and  R  and  T  are any two subsets of  C  such that  S  <  R  P  7 τ ( C ) and
 S  <  T  P  7
 τ ( C ) ,  then  g  ( S  <  R )  5  g  ( S  <  T  ) .  Hence we can associate with any such
 S  P  7 s ( C )  the color  g  *( S )  5  g  ( S  <  T  ) for any  T  such that  S  <  T  P  7 τ ( C ) .  Using
 induction , let  D  be a refinement of  C  such that  g  * is constant . Clearly , then , the
 restriction of  g  from  7
 τ ( C ) to  7 τ ( D ) is constant .  h
 L EMMA 4 .  If  C  is a complete stepgraph and  0  ,  k  P  v  , then , for all  1  <  τ  P  v  ,
 C  ↔ p ( k )  ( : 0 )
 k
 τ  .
 P ROOF .  The proof follows easily from Lemma 3 .  h
 L EMMA 5 .  E y  ery graph  G  5  ( G ,  E )  in which the clique sizes are unbounded but
 which does not contain an infinite complete subgraph contains a complete stepgraph as
 an induced subgraph .
 P ROOF .  There exists a sequence of pairwise disjoint subsets ( C i ;  i  P  v  ) such that the
 sequence ( u C i u ;  i  P  v  ) is strictly increasing , and for each  i  P  v  the graph  G 3 C i  is
 complete . This follows from the fact that every finite such sequence can be extended .
 Let  C  be the stepgraph such that  P i ( C )  5  C i  .  Let  τ  be the ordered partition (1 ,  1) of 2
 and  g  the coloring of  7
 τ ( C ) given by
 g  ( K )  5 H 0 ,  if  K  is  not  an  edge  of  G ;
 1 ,  otherwise .
 According to Lemma 3 , there is a refinement  D  of  C  such that  g  is constant on  7
 τ ( D ) .
 If  g  would be the function constant to 1 , then  G  would contain an infinite complete
 subgraph . Hence  g  is constantly 0 , which implies that  D  is an induced subgraph
 of  G .  h
 T HEOREM 2 .  If , for e y  ery n  P  v  ,  G  ¸  1 n  , then , for e y  ery  τ  P  v  ,
 G  ↔ p ( k )  ( : 0 )
 k
 τ  .
 P ROOF .  If  G  contains an infinite complete subgraph , the theorem follows from
 Theorem 1 . If  G  does not contain an infinite complete subgraph , then we deduce
 Theorem 2 from Lemmas 5 and 4 .  h
 L EMMA 6 .  For e y  ery  1  <  n  P  v  , a graph in  1 n with infinite chromatic number
 contains an infinite induced path or it contains an induced stepgraph with infinite
 chromatic number .
 P ROOF .  The lemma is obviously true for  n  <  2 .  We proceed by induction on  n .  Let
 G  P  1 n 1 1  be a  K n 1 1 -free graph . If  G  has infinite chromatic number then either  G
 contains a connected stepgraph with infinite chromatic number as induced subgraph or
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 one of the connected components of  G  has infinite chromatic number . Hence we may
 assume that  G  is connected . We will either find an infinite path or a connected
 stepgraph with infinite chromatic number as induced subgraph of  G , or we will be able
 to construct a sequence (( x l  ,  G l ;  l  P  v  ) such that , for each  l  P  v  :
 (i)  G  restricted to  h x 0  ,  x 1  ,  ,  ,  ,  .  x l j  is an induced path of  G ;
 (ii)  x l  is adjacent to  x l 1 1 ;
 (iii)  G l  <  h x l j  is a connected infinite chromatic subgraph of  G ; and
 (iv)  for all  i  ,  l , x i  is not adjacent to any vertex in  G l  .
 Let  x 0 be some vertex of  G  and put  G 0  5  G . Assume that  l  P  v  and , for all  i  ,  l ,
 ( x i  ,  G i )  has already been chosen . Let  N  be the set of those vertices of  G l  which are
 adjacent to  x l  .  The graph  G l  3  N  is in  1 n , for otherwise  x l  would be contained in a  K n 1 1 .
 Using induction ,  G l  3  N  either contains an infinite path or a connected stepgraph with
 infinite chromatic number or has finite chromatic number . If it has finite chromatic
 number , the graph  G l  2  N  has infinite chromatic number . If  G l  2  N  does not contain a
 connected stepgraph with infinite chromatic number , then one of the connected com-
 ponents of  & l  2  N  must have infinite chromatic number . Let  H  be a connected component
 of  G l  2  N ,  which has infinite chromatic number . Because  G  is connected , one of the
 vertices in  N ,  say  x l 1 1 , must be adjacent to some vertex in  H . Let  G l 1 1 be the subgraph
 of  G l  induced by the vertices of  H .  It is now easy to check that the sequence (( x i  ,  G i ) ;
 i  <  l  1  1)  satisfies the four conditions listed above .  h
 T HEOREM 3 .  If for e y  ery n  P  v  ,  G  ¸  1 n but  G  does not contain an infinite complete
 subgraph , then  G  ↔ u  p ( k ) 2 1  ( : 0 ) k p ( k ) .
 P ROOF .  Fix a bijection  a  from  G  to  v .  If  A  and  B  are two induced subgraphs of  G ,
 we write  A  a  B  if for every vertex  a  P  A  and vertex  b  P  B ,  a  ( a )  ,  a  ( b ) .  Let  S  be a
 k -element subset of  G .  The set  S  is a  partitioned  subset of  G  if the connected
 components of  G 3 S  are totally ordered by  a . If  P 1 ( S )  a  P 2 ( S )  a  ?  ?  ?  a  P w ( S ) are the
 connected components of the partitioned subset  S  of  G ,  then we associate with  S  the
 ordered partition  τ  5  ( u P 1 ( S ) u ,  u P 2 ( S ) u ,  .  .  .  ,  u P w ( S ) u ) .  If  S  is not a partitioned subset of  G
 we associate arbitrarily some ordered partition of  k  with  S .  This provides a coloring  g
 of all  k -element subsets of  G  with the ordered partitions of  k .
 Next we prove that if  H  is an induced subgraph of  G  which has infinite chromatic
 number , then the restriction of  g  to [ H ] k  is a surjection onto all ordered partitions of  k .
 (This of course will imply the theorem . )
 Assume that  H  contains a connected stepgraph  C  as an induced subgraph . Let
 τ  5  ( τ  1  ,  τ  2  ,  .  .  .  ,  τ w )  be an ordered partition of  k .  Choose an index  i 1 such that
 u P i 1 ( C ) u  .  τ  1  and a subset  S 1  Ô  P i 1 ( C ) such that  u S 1 u  5  τ  1 and  C 3 S 1 is connected . Assume
 that  S 1  ,  S 2  ,  .  .  .  ,  S É  for  É  ,  w  have already been chosen , so that , for all 1  <  i  <  É  ,
 u S i u  5  τ i  ,  C 3 S i  is connected and , for all 1  <  i  <  É  2  1 ,  S i  a  S i 1 1  .  Because there are only
 finitely many numbers which are not larger than all of the numbers  a  ( x ) with
 x  P  ! 1 < i < É  S i  ,  there is an index  j  such that
 !
 1 < i < É
 S i  a  !
 j < i P v
 P i ( C )  and  u P j ( C ) u  .  τ É  1 1  .
 We choose  S É  1  Ô  P j ( C ) such that  u S É  1 1 u  5  τ É  1 1 and  C 3 S É 1 1 is connected . This means that
 the sequence ( S 1  ,  S 2  ,  .  .  .  ,  S É  ) can be extended , and hence there exists , for every
 ordered partition  τ  of  k ,  a  k -element subset  K  Ô  C  with  g  ( K )  5  τ .  We conclude that if
 H  contains a stepgraph , then  g  restricted to [ H ] k  is onto , and hence we are done .
 It now follows from Lemma 5 that we may assume that the clique sizes of  H  are
 bounded and from Lemma 6 that we may assume that  H  contains an infinite induced
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 path  M . Let  τ  5  ( τ  1  ,  τ  2  ,  .  .  .  ,  τ w ) be an ordered partition of  k .  We wish to construct a
 partitioned subset  K  of  W  such that  g  ( K )  5  τ  by successively constructing  P 1 ( K )  a
 P 2 ( K )  and so on . Choose for  P 1 ( K ) any connected induced subgraph of  M  containing  τ  1
 vertices . Assume that , for some  É  ,  w  and all  i  <  É  ,  the sets  P i ( K ) have already been
 found . The function  a  takes on a maximal finite value  m  on the sets  P i ( K ) and hence
 there are only finitely many vertices  x  in  M  such that  a  ( x )  <  m .  That implies that we
 can find a subset  P É  1 1 ( K ) having the required properties .  h
 3 .  T HE R ESULTS  FOR G RAPHS  WITH B OUNDED C LIQUE S IZES
 Here we have to use a result from finite Ramsey theory . First , we present some
 notation . The set of all induced subgraphs of a graph  G  which are isomorphic to the
 graph  K  is denoted by ( G K  ) .
 G  n  ( H ) K
 τ
 means that , for every coloring  g  :  ( G K  )  5  τ  ,  there is an induced subgraph  H 9 isomorphic
 to  H  of  G  such that  g  is constant on (  H 9 K  ) .  An ordered graph ( G ,  < ) is a graph together
 with a total order on  G .  Isomorphisms and embeddings of ordered graphs must also
 respect the order . The set of all induced subgraphs of an ordered graph ( G ,  < ) which
 are isomorphic to the ordered graph ( K ,  < ) is denoted by ( ( G ,  < ) ( K ,  < )  ) .  The expression
 ( G ,  < )  n  ( H ,  < ) ( K ,  < )
 τ
 means that , for every coloring  g  :  ( ( G ,  < ) ( K ,  < )  )  5  τ  ,  there is an induced subgraph ( H 9 ,  < )
 isomorphic to ( * ,  < ) of ( G ,  < ) such that  g  is constant on ( ( H 9 ,  < ) ( _ ,  < )  ) .  The following
 theorem is due to Nes ä etr ä il and Ro ¨  dl [7 ,  8] and independently , Abramson and
 Harrington (1) .
 T HEOREM .  Gi y  en  τ  P  v  and finite ordered graphs  ( H ,  < )  and  ( K ,  < )  such that
 * ,  K  P  1 n  , there exists a finite ordered graph  ( G ,  < ) , with  G  P  1 n such that
 ( G ,  < )  n  ( H ,  < ) ( K ,  < )
 τ  .
 Note that this theorem implies the following , as has been observed by the above
 authors .
 S TATEMENT  p .  If the group of automorphisms of  K  is the full symmetric group on K ,
 that is if  K  is either complete or does not contain any edges and
 ( G ,  < )  n  ( H ,  < ) ( K ,  < )
 τ  ,
 then
 G  n  ( H ) K
 τ  .  (3)
 In particular ,  (3)  holds if  K  is a single edge or consists of two non adjacent  y  ertices . If
 H  P  1 n we can also require that  G  P  1 n .
 The symbol
 G  n  ( H ) 2 k ,  É
 means that , for every  g  :  G  5  k  and for every  d  :  ([ G ] 2  2  G )  5  É  ,  there is an induced
 subgraph  H 9 of  G  isomorphic to  H  such that  g  is constant on  H 9 and  É  is constant on  H 9
 (the edge set of the complement of  H 9 ) . We need the following result :
 ;  <  n  ,  v  ; τ  ,  v  ; H ( u H u  ,  v  ∧  H  P  1 n )  é  ' G ( G  P  1 n  ∧  u G u  ,  v  ∧  G  n  ( H ) 2 τ  , τ ) .  (4)
 %
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 It is easy to see that (4) follows from statement  p  by ‘Ramseying twice’ : that is , by
 first finding a graph  L  P  1 n  such that  L  n  ( H )
 N
 τ  ,  where  N  is the graph on two vertices
 without an edge , and then by finding a graph  G  P  1 n  such that  G  n  ( L ) K τ  ,  where  K  is
 the graph on two adjacent vertices . Clearly ,  G  P  1 n  and  G  n  ( H ) 2 τ  ,  τ  .  Another
 interesting way of proving (4) has recently been found by Shelah . In [6] , Komja ´  th and
 Shelah prove a consistency result which was then generalized by Shelah at the Banf f
 conference on ‘Finite and Infinite Combinatorics in Sets and Logic’ , in April 1991 to :
 the following is consistent for every  l  >  ;
 %
 ; k  ; É  ; H  P  1 l  ' G  n  ( H ) 2 k  , É .  (5)
 Using compactness and absoluteness , one obtains (4) from (5) (Shelah) .
 L EMMA 7 .  If  G  is a finite graph  G  ↔ s  ( sk )
 2
 rl 1 (  l 2 )  and  g  is a coloring of G with l colors ,
 then there exists an i  ,  l such that  G 3 g 2 1 ( i )  ↔ s  ( k ) 2 τ .
 P ROOF .  Otherwise ,
 ; i  ,  l ,  G 3 g 2 1 ( i )  ↔ u  s  ( k ) 2 τ  .  (6)
 For  i  ,  l ,  fix a coloring  d i  witnessing (6) . We may assume that dif ferent color sets are
 used for distinct values of  i .  We define a coloring  d  of [ G ] 2 as follows . If , for  i  ,  τ  ,
 e  P  g  2 1 ( i ) ,  then  d  ( s )  5  d i ( e ) .  For  i  ?  j , x  P  g
 2 1 ( i ) and  y  P  g  2 1 (  j ) ,  d  ( h x ,  y j )  5  h i ,  j j .  If
 T  Ô  G  and  u d  ([ T  ] 2 ) u  <  s ,  then there are at most  s  dif ferent numbers  i  such that
 T  >  g  2 1 i  ?  [ .  But then it follows from (6) that the chromatic number of  G 3 T  is less
 than  sk .  Hence  d  is a witness to
 G  ↔ u  s  ( sk ) 2 rl 1 (  l 2 )
 and we have arrived at a contradiction .  h
 We will use Lemma 7 in the following form .
 C OROLLARY 1 .  For e y  ery three integers  2  <  s ,  k ,  l  P  v  there is a number N  5
 N ( s ,  k ,  l ) such that whene y  er  G  is a graph with  G  ↔ s  ( N )
 2
 N and  g  is a function from G
 into l , then , for some i  P  l ,
 G 3 g 2 1 ( i )  ↔ s  ( k ) 2 k .
 Let ( C i ;  i  P  v  ) be a sequence of pairwise disjoint finite sets . An  s - chromatic
 stepgraph  C  5  ( C ,  E )  with partition C 0  ,  C 1  ,  C 2  ,  .  .  .  is a graph such that  C  5  ! i P v  C i
 and , for all  i  P  v  ( C 3 C i  ↔ s  ( i )
 2
 i  ) .  We define the  partition type  and other notions as for
 ordinary stepgraphs . A  refinement  of an  s -chromatic stepgraph  C  is an induced
 subgraph of  C  which is also an  s -chromatic stepgraph . We obtain the following
 immediately from Corollary 1 .
 L EMMA 8 .  If  g  is a coloring of the  y  ertices of an s - chromatic stepgraph  C  with finitely
 many colors , then there is a refinement  $  of  C  such that  g  is constant on the  y  ertices
 of  D .
 L EMMA 9 .  Let  C  5  ( C ,  E )  be an s - chromatic stepgraph with partition
 ( C 0  ,  C 1  ,  C 2  ,  .  .  .  ) ,  τ  the ordered partition  (1 ,  1)  of  2  and  g  :  7 τ ( C )  5  τ  a coloring of the
 2- element subsets of C which ha y  e partition type  τ  with  τ  >  1  colors . Then , for e y  ery
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 n  P  v  , there is a refinement  D  of  C  with P i ( D )  5  C i for i  ,  n and such that the restriction
 of  g  from  7
 τ ( C )  to  7 τ ( D )  is uniform up to n .
 P ROOF .  We define the number  c  to be
 c  5  u τ  ! i , n  C i u  .
 Note that  u τ  ! i , n C i u  is the number of colorings of the set of all elements of  S  5  ! i , n  C i  ,
 with  τ  colors . Let  j  >  n  and  x  P  C j .  Note that if  y ( h x ,  y j .  Then  g x  P  τ  s .  Now consider the
 association of  x  with  g x  to be coloring  G  of  ! i > n  C i  with  c  colors .
 There exists a sequence  t i  such that
 ; i  ,  n ,  t i  5  i  ∧  ; i  >  n ,  C 3 C t i  ↔ s  ( N ( s ,  i ,  c ))
 2
 N ( s ,  i ,  c ) .
 By the definition of the number  N ( s ,  i ,  c ) ,  for each  i  >  n ,  there is a subset  B i  Ô  C t i  such
 that  G  is constant on [ B i ]
 k .  Put  B i  5  C i  for  i  ,  n  and  B  5  C 3 ! i P v  B i .  Because the coloring
 G  is finite , there is a refinement  D  of  B  such that  G  is constant on  ! i > n  P i ( D ) .  Clearly ,
 D is the desired refinement of  C  for which the restriction of  g  from  7
 τ ( C ) to  7 τ ( D ) is
 uniform up to  n .  h
 L EMMA 10 .  If  C  is an s - chromatic stepgraph and  g  :  7 (1 , 1) ( C )  5  τ  is a coloring of the
 pairs that connect dif ferent parts of  C  with  τ  colors , then there is a refinement  D  of  C
 such that  g  is constant on  7 ( 1 , 1 ) ( D ) .
 P ROOF .  Using Lemma 9 repeatedly , we can construct as in the proof of Lemma 2 a
 refinement  B  of  C  such that  g  is  n -uniform on  B  for every  n  P  v  ,  which of course
 means that  g  is uniform on  B . We obtain that there exists a function  r  :  B  5  τ  such that
 ; i  P  v  ; x  P  P i  ; i  ,  j  P  v  ; y  P  P j ( B ) ,  g  ( h x ,  y j )  5  r  ( x ) .
 According to Lemma 9 , there is a restriction  D  of  B  on which the function  r  is
 constant . Clearly , then ,  g  is constant on  7 ( 1 , 1 ) ( D ) .  h
 L EMMA 11 .  If  C  is an s - chromatic stepgraph , then , for all  2  <  τ  P  v  ,  C  ↔ s 1 1  ( : 0 )
 2
 τ .
 P ROOF .  If  g  :  [ C ] 2  5  τ  is a coloring of the two-element subsets of  C ,  there exists ,
 according to Lemma 10 , a refinement  G  of  C  such that that  g  is constant on  7 ( 1 , 1 ) ( G ) .
 Because  C 3 C i  ↔ s  ( i )
 2
 i  ,  there is an infinite chromatic subgraph  S  of  G  such that
 u g  ([ S ] 2 ) u  <  s  1  1 .  Hence , for every 1  <  τ  P  v  ,  G  ↔ s 1 1  ( : 0 ) 2 τ .  h
 T HEOREM 4 .  There exists a triangle - free graph  G  such that , for each  1  <  τ  P  v  ,
 G  ↔ ! `  ( : 0 )
 2
 τ .
 P ROOF .  Let ( H i ;  i  P  v  ) be a family of finite graphs such that the chromatic number
 of  H i  is larger than  i .  We use (4) to obtain a family ( C i  ;  i  P  v  ) of finite graphs such that
 C i  n  ( H i )
 2
 i ,i .  Note that , for each  i  P  v  ,  C i  ↔ 2  ( i ) 2 i   and hence it is obvious that the graph
 C with  P i ( C )  5  C i  is a 2-chromatic stepgraph . It now follows from Lemma 11 that , for
 every 1  <  τ  P  v  ,  G  ↔  ( : 0 )
 2
 τ .  h %
 T HEOREM 5 .  There exists a triangle - free graph  G  such that , for e y  ery  2  <  τ  P  v  ,
 G  ↔ u  r 2 1  ( : 0 ) 2 τ .
 P ROOF .  Let  G  be a stepgraph such that , for every  i  P  v  ,  the part  G i  has chromatic
 number at least  i  and girth at least  i .  Such graphs exist , by [8] . Denote by  d ( x ,  y ) the
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 distance between the vertices  x  and  y  in  G . Color the elements of [ G ] 2 with  τ  colors
 according to distance modulo  τ  ; that is ,
 ; x  ?  y  ∧  x ,  y  P  G ,  g  ( h x ,  y j )  5  d ( x ,  y )  modulo  τ .
 Every infinite chromatic subgraph of  G  must contain subgraphs of large chromatic
 numbers of infinitely many of the graphs  G i  ,  and hence pairs in all of the  τ  colors .  h
 T HEOREM 6 .  For  <  n  P  v  and  <  τ  P  v  ,  U n  ↔ u  2  ( : 0 ) 2 τ .
 %  %
 P ROOF .  Let  U n  be the homogeneous universal  K n -free graph and suppose that  ,
 well orders  u U n u  in order type  v .  We fix a coloring  g  of [ U n ] 2 as follows : edges are
 colored black ; if  h a ,  b j  ¸  U n  and  a  ,  b , then  h a ,  b j  is colored red just in case there is an
 x  ,  a  with  h x ,  b j  P  U n ; otherwise  h a ,  b j  is colored blue .
 We prove that any infinite chromatic subgraph  H  of  G  must use all three colors .
 Note that this argument also proves that the complement of  U m  is not weakly edge
 indivisible .
 Specifically , we prove by induction on  m  <  n  that if  H  Ô  U n  is homogeneous in two
 colors and  K m -free , then  χ  ( H ) is finite . It is clear that unless one of the colors used is
 black , the chromatic number of a homogeneous subgraph is one , as the graph is
 edge-free . Let  H  be  K m -free and homogeneous in two colors . If  m  ,  2 ,  H  is edge-free ,
 and colorable with one color . We are led to two cases .
 Case  1 :  H  is homogeneous with black edges and red non - edges .  Let  h 0 be the least
 element of  H . Partition  H  into finitely many classes :  X  2 1  5  h h 0 j  and , for Let  h 0 be the
 least element of  H . Partition  H  into finitely many classes :  X  2 1  5  h h 0 j  and , for 0  <  i  <  h 0  ,
 X i  5  h h  P  H  such that  i  5  min  h x  P  U n  :  h x ,  h j  P  U n jj .  This is a partition of  H , since either
 h 0  5  h , h 0  ,  h  P  h h 0  ,  h j  P  U n  or  h 0  ,  h  and  g  ( h h 0  ,  h j )  5  red , so  ' i  ,  h 0 ( h i ,  h j  P  G )) .  Now
 each  X i  induces a subgraph of  U n  which is  K n 2 1 -free , and homogeneous in black and
 red . By the induction hypothesis ,  χ  ( X i )  5  h i  ,  `  ,  so  χ  ( H )  <  o h 0 i 52 1  h i  ,  `  ,  as required .
 Case  2 :  H  is homogeneous in black and blue .  We argue that , in fact ,  χ  ( H )  ,  m .
 Otherwise there is a finite  K  Ô  H  which unduces a subgraph of chromatic number of at
 least  m .  It must be the case that some member of  K ,  h 0 say , has at least  m  2  1
 neighbors  h  P  K  with  h 0  ,  h ; otherwise , it has a coloring number of at most  m  2  1 .  So
 let  h 0  ,  h 1  ,  .  .  .  ,  h m 2 1  P  H  with  h h 0  ,  h i j  P  U n  for 0  ,  i  <  m  2  1 and with  h 0  ,  h 1  ,  ?  ?  ?  ,
 h m 2 1  .  Observe that , for 0  ,  i  ,  j  <  m  2  1 , we must have  h h i  ,  h j j  P  U n ; for otherwise the
 fact that  h h 0  ,  h j j  P  U n  would entail that the non-edge  h h i  ,  h j j  is colored red . But then
 h h 0  ,  h 1  ,  .  .  .  ,  h m 2 1 j  induces a complete graph  K m  in  H , contrary to assumption .
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